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Features:

� �init� script by Douglas Mayne

� Many packages from the Slackware Linux Project (post version 13.1). This project is an unofficial 

derivative work of the Slackware Linux Project.

� Two modes of operation: �Persistent� mode or �live� mode.

Project Goal: Have a complete set of software on a �system in your pocket� that will work on a wide variety 

of computer hardware. This is a pre-release, test version on a bootable USB device, a �live� usb device. I am 

planning on creating a project website that I will announce on my blog, ddmayne.blogspot.com or my 

homepage: www.xmission.com/~ddmayne

Included Software:

� Linux kernel v2.6.35.9

� Software packages from Slackware 13.1+ (firefox, gimp, xfce window manager, grub, etc.)

� Open Office v3.2.1

� Foxit PDF Reader

� Skype

� and it is possible to add more software

Software License:

� This project is licensed under the GPL and other �free� and �open source� licenses as applicable.

System Requirements:
To use the software on the USB flash drive (8GB capacity), you will need to provide an  Intel based 

computer with the following characteristics:

CPU : Pentium III, �Coppermine� level CPU and above. 

RAM : At least 128MB for persistent mode; at least 1G recommended for live mode.

USB Port : Open USB slot (version 2.0 spec recommended). Recommend to boot directly 

from the USB device, if hardware allows.

CD/DVD drive : (optional) Only necessary to boot when hardware cannot boot from USB, as 

noted above.

Network

(wired ethernet)

: (optional) Support should �work out of the box� on a large variety of network 

adapters.

Network

(wireless ethernet)

: (optional) Support should �work out of the box� on a subset of available 

network adapters. Best results with computers with Intel wireless chipsets.

Pentium III CPUs are members of the �686� Intel family of CPUs. CPUs which are earlier than 386, 486, and 586 will 

not work. Note that 586 is also known as �Pentium.� 686 is also known as �Pentium Pro.�

Precaution:
This device is a bootable USB device. It has been setup to minimize chance of damaging the host system by 

performing some �self identification� at boot. Each device is marked with a number on the back. The boot 

code will attempt to correctly verify a correct device is present before proceeding further with the startup 

procedure. Once booted, use extra caution if you use the root account to mount other hard disks in your 

system. The same precaution applies to non-root users which have been promoted to �power� users and are 

capable of performing similar mount operations. Use at your own risk!
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Operation/Instruction:

Begin by booting your system using either the USB device or the included boot CD, depending on system 

capability. The first thing displayed is a boot menu. This gives the user the option to choose the desired boot 

mode. There are two potential modes of operation; there is a �persistent� mode where changes are stored to 

the USB device, and there is a totally �live� mode which uses system RAM to store changes. The live mode 

is more advanced, requires more initial setup, and all changes are lost when the computer is rebooted. To 

simplify this initial documentation, I will assume that the user selected the first option, i.e. the persistent 
mode:

�post-Slackware 13.1 (updated kernel 2.6.35.9) persistent snapshot mode� 

Once selected, boot should proceed immediately to the first prompt which asks the user to pick a screen 

resolution. If you don't know which to choose, then enter �0.� If the user chooses an appropriate graphics 

mode for your hardware, the familiar �penguin(s)� logo will be displayed followed by certain diagnostic 

messages associated with the Linux kernel. The screen will be cleared and the project will identify itself and 

give the user the option to accept the software license, or to terminate. If the user elects to continue, then 

bootup will continue finally arriving at a login prompt.. On my test systems, this entire process takes about 

one minute. Your hardware may be faster or slower.

Once at the login prompt, you can login with a predefined user. Remember, with this Persistent Mode 
changes will be saved to the USB device on partition 5. The amount of data that can be saved is somewhat 

variable. I estimate that size of user files will be  greater than 3GB and less than 4GB. Keep an eye on the 

space used in the snapshot with my �snap_status.scr� utility. In my opinion, this amount of storage gives 

enough to at least demonstrate the OS. That includes web browsing, creating spreadsheets and documents, 

using skype, etc.

In this mode, the following accounts have been minimally setup.

username password notes

root slacklive most powerful account

doug ? disabled

user1 slacklive first non-root account

can be renamed to personalize

user2 slacklive second non-root account

can be renamed to personalize

Once you are logged in, you will be at the command line. To start a graphics session, use this command, 

startx.

Live Mode 

This mode is more advanced. I will omit writing documentation for that mode for now.


